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ABSTRACT:  
Ethiopian government has long been struggling for mainstreaming of farmer participatory research. This is called wither Farmer Research Group (FRG) Approach or Farmer Research and Extension Group (FREG) Approach. In spite of long and continuous efforts by government institutions, these approaches have not been institutionalized well. This presentation will share practical experiences by a researcher of Ethiopian Institute of Agricultural Research in charge of FRG/FREG approach with critical assessment of achievement and challenges. Analysis will include education aspect of citizenship and community participation using secondary education text books.

Co-hosted with:  
Graduate Program of Asian and African Studies, Ryukoku University,  
JSPS research grant program (24651272) on ‘Democratization and Education ; Citizenship in Civics Textbooks in Three African Countries.’(Leader: Shoko Yamada)  
and  
JSPS research grant program (23251005) on 'Engaged Area Studies in the Arena of African Local-Knowledge Formation and Sharing: Seeking for the new images of community' (Leader: Masayoshi Shigeta).